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F o rew o rd

T^ he royal palaces, which were not only the residences 
of the Ottoman sultans but centres of government 
for the Ottoman Empire, and the smaller köşks and 
kasirs which the sultans used for recreation became 

the property of the nation on 3 March 1924, shortly after the 
establishment of the Turkish Republic.

Today administered by the Department of National Palaces, 
which is directly attached to the Turkish Grand National As
sembly, these imperial buildings are known collectively as 
the National Palaces and are today open to the public as mu- 
seum-palaces. They are each a highly significant focal point 
of history, throwing light on the social structure, govern
ment, art and culture of Ottoman society.

Obtaining detailed and reliable knowledge of these build
ings, which were not only residences of the Ottoman sultans 
but centres of government until the early years of this centu
ry, depends on extensive research. This publication, while in
evitably limited in scope, is nevertheless a valuable source of 
information about Aynalikavak Kasrı and its role in Ottoman 
administrative structure, social life, culture and art. Reference 
to this information in future publications will undoubtedly 
help to bring to light further details about Istanbul's other im
perial buildings.

I hope that readers will enjoy this book, and that further 
planned National Palaces publications will play a role in the 
understanding and conservation of our national heritage. I al
so take this opportunity to thank all those who have contrib
uted to its publication.

TÜRKÂN ÎNCE 
Director
Department of National Palaces
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Ihlamur Park 
and 
Its Historic Context

T he famous French writer Lamartine described 
the valley of Ihlamur in the following words af
ter his visit here approximately one hundred 
and fifty years ago: '"We might have believed our

selves to be in Savoy or Switzerland, on the estate o f a farmer 
who had planted and landscaped an area o f forest. No other 
sound came to our ears but the splash o f water flowing over 
pebbles and the singing o f birds amongst the leaves. Not a 
wall nor a man, a railing nor any house or cottage was to be 
seen...Above all there was nothing resembling a palace."

Today this area presents a completely different aspect. 
Intensive building development has allowed the city to 
invade the valley of Ihlamur, which until very recently 
had remained much as Lamartine described, and it con
tinues to encroach still further. Yet somehow two jewels 
of 19th century architecture known as the Ihlamur Kasirs 
have been preserved within their gardens, adorning this 
once vast old park filled with memories.

Surrounded by high walls which protect them from 
the commotion and bustle of a twentieth century city, 
these two buildings survive as reminders of the way in 
which the Ottoman palace made use of the parks which 
played such a significant part in Ottoman daily life.

These buildings also reflect a way of life which cher
ished nature within the urban texture of nineteenth cen
tury Istanbul and fostered man's relationship with the 
countryside in both their situation and their architectural 
and decorative features.

Research reveals that the oldest known name of the ar
ea where the two mansions are located is that of an indi
vidual, superintendent of the Naval Arsenal Hacı 
Hüseyin Ağa. From archive documents it appears that 
two hundred and fifty years ago during the reign of Sul-
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tan Ahmed III (1703-1730) this land was an estate owned 
by Hacı Hüseyin Ağa. Until the second half of the nine
teenth century it continued to be known as Hacı Hüseyin 
Bağları, or the Vineyards of Hacı Hüseyin. This land ad
joined another green area which served as a popular ex
cursion place for local people, depicted in engravings as 
parkland embellished with pools and fountains.

Engravings and eyewitness accounts by western artists 
and visitors to the city also tell us that the picnickers at
tracted itinerant vendors of refreshments such as muhal
lebi (a kind of blancmange), ice cream and helva.

Clearly at a time when the Golden Horn was waning

The buildings of Ihlamur Kasrt 
marked on the Turkish version of 
Moltke's map as Niizhetiye Kasr-t 
Hümâyûnu.

in popularity as an excursion place in favour of the un
spoilt meadows and woodlands along the shores of the 
Bosphorus, the easily accessible area around Beşiktaş 
and Yıldız had become a principal leisure spot where 
Istanbul's inhabitants could enjoy attractive scenery and
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Only a few  of the target stones 
which lent their name to the district 
of Nişantaşı have survived to the 
present day. Below are two target 
stones commemorating shots by 
Sultan Mahmud II.

fresh air in the nineteenth century
The vineyards once in the possession of a prominent 

government official were incorporated at some point into 
existing parkland. However it appears that the latter area 
served various different, although not incompatible, func
tions prior to becoming a public picnic place and park.

This area was not only a recreation spot but was im
bued with religious signiflcance through small scale archi
tectural elements, such as a namazgah or prayer terrace 
built here by Seyyid Mehmed Paşa, the famous vezir of 
Sultan Abdiilhamit I (1774-1789), while he was as yet on a 
lower rung of the state hierarchy serving as chief armour
er. Meanwhile the park was also used for archery and oth
er sports.

Landscape architecture gradually began to set its stamp 
on the area, with the formation of terraces on which struc
tures giving evidence of diverse uses were located. Com
memorative stones marking record shots achieved by the 
sultans during archery practice, for which ewers of water 
served as targets, are among these. The original number 
of these target stones or nişantaşı was evidently higher 
than those for which there are specific documentary 
records.

Sedad Hakkı Eldem has found three surviving target 
stones on these slopes, which were originally laid out in

W
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seven terraces. The target stones appear to have been ar
ranged on the terraces according to the dates of the sul
tans’ reigns so that the earliest stones stood on the lower 
levels. The first of the surviving stones on the fifth ter
race belongs to Sultan Selim III. It bears an inscription of 
one hundred and fifteen lines dated AH 1205 (1790) and 
Selim’s monogram.

Below is an extract from this inscription:

As the glorious sultan strikes the target
May God grant him success in all his works
Let the poet record his qualities o f grace
That history flowing from the fountain
Be known from the source without delay
The shah o f the world has broken the target once more

Son of Abdiil Hakîr 
Mehmed Es'ad-iil Yesârî 
God on High

The year 1205 (1790)

This stone dates from a year after Sultan Selim III s ac
cession. Change was in the air all across Europe, and it is 
no mere coincidence that this progressive and reformist 
monarch should have inherited the Ottoman throne in 
1789, the year of the French Revolution. The inscription 
was composed by the poet Enderunlu Nâşid and the ta
lik calligraphy is the work of the calligrapher Yesârîzâde 
Mehmed Esad Efendi who also designed the bands of in
scription which articulate the walls of the rooms used by 
Selim 111 at Topkapi Sarayı and Aynahkavak Kasrı.

A diary kept by the private secretary to Sultan Selim 
III records a ceremony carried out here in 1791. The 
diary provides information about the banquet held to 
inaugurate the pool and columns built at Ihlamur, and 
the archery competition which was organised as part of 
this ceremony. The awards presented to the participants 
at the end of the contest demonstrate how much impor
tance the sultans of the period attached to sporting acti
vities.

There are two more target stones on the terraces be
longing to Sultan Mahmud II (1808-1839), who succee
ded Selim III and laid the ground for the constitutional 
reforms of 1839. The plainer of these two target stones 
which stand side by side on the sixth terrace bears a mo
nogram and eighteen line inscription explaining the rea
son for the erection of the target stone and concluding 
with a date couplet giving the date in mnemonic form

11
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composed by Şakir:

Şakir only finds gems befitting the date
Piece by piece may the enemy, source o f calamity,
be blinded

The fifty-seven line inscription on the other target stone 
refers to Sultan Mahmud II's skill at calligraphy, the fact 
that his shot of 1100 gez (one gez was equivalent to 68 
cm) had surpassed any of his previous shots, and extol
ling his skill at archery. The date couplet which conclu
des this poem tells us that the poem was composed by 
Enderunlu Vâsıf:

Vâsıf writes his history with a jewelled pen
The shah o f shahs has overshot the mark in his illustrious
grace

The words.

Son o f the servant
Yesârîzâde Mustafa îzzet, Man o f God

refer to Yesârîzâde Mustafa Izzet, the calligrapher who 
designed the inscription and son of the famous calligrap
her Yesârîzâde Esad Efendi.

These target stones, some of which still stand on the 
hillsides of Ihlamur and in the districts of Nişantaşı and 
Teşvikiye, document the existence of another archery fi
eld in Istanbul other than the eponymous Okmeydanı 
where stones belonging to Sultan Selim III and Mahmud 
II can still be seen.

It is significant that, as at Okmeydanı, this archery fi
eld is again in close proximity to a hasbahçe or royal es
tate and a waterfront palace, illustrating the way in 
which the city was developed within a specific frame
work of concepts appropriate to the lifestyle and tastes 
of the time.

It appears that the conversion of this area into a public 
park extending over a larger area occurred in the reign 
of Sultan Abdülmecid. In this parkland shaded by linden 
trees and filled with the memories of the sultan's ances
tors, the pool on the first terrace and the fountain built in 
1855 by Sultan Abdülmecid (1839-1860) and known to 
have been located near the third terrace enhanced the 
natural beauty of this area of cultivated countryside with 
flourishes of manmade artifice. The fountain was func
tional as well as ornamental, providing drinking water 
for ordinary people visiting the park, and a clear indica
tion that as new suburbs grew up around Beşiktaş the

12
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valley had become a popular excursion place.
This section of the valley consisting of the Hacı 

Hüseyin Bağları, whose ownership had long since 
passed into state hands, was reappraised from the eight
eenth century onwards. The wooded valley whose steep 
slopes were divided by the Ihlamur River and which de
scended almost to Hayrettin Quay in Beşiktaş now at
tracted the personal interest of the sultan. Sultan 
Abdiilmecid the elder son of Mahmud II, found this 
place conveniently situated for brief excursions from the 
palace at Beşiktaş, and he became a frequent visitor.

A target stone belonging to 
Sultan Selim III. The poem in the 
inscription was composed by 
Enderunlu Nâşid, and the ta'lik 
calligraphy ivas designed by 
Yesârtzâde Mehmed Esad Efendi.

13
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Sultan Ahdülmecid 
and New Functions for 
Ihlamur Park

Sultan Abdülmecid's portrait.

A REFORMIST SULTAN AND MODERNISATION

S
ultan Abdiilmecid followed an earlier royal tra
dition in his affection for an old royal estate 
and the historic structures which it contained. 
Yet at the same time he combined the modem, 

westernised outlook of a nineteenth century monarch 
with respect for traditional values..

As the sultan of the Tanzimat, constitutional reforms 
of which his father Mahmud II was author but did not 

live to promulgate, Abdiilmecid is best remembered 
today for his views of progress within the context of 

contemporary values.
The proclamation of the Tanzimat Decree took 
place in 1839, the first year of his reign. The pro
cess of westernisation in the military and techno
logical fields, which began to make itself felt 
from the turn of the eighteenth century on
wards, ushered in a period during which moder
nisation gathered momentum to an unprece
dented extent. Political structure, culture, tastes, 

lifestyle and social values all underwent increas
ingly radical change as a result. Although the 
reign of Sultan Abdiilmecid's father, Sultan Mah

mud II, had laid the ground for this process, it was 
mainly during the reign of Abdiilmecid that wester

nisation made itself conspicuous across a broad spec
trum.

The French L Illustration wrote the following about 
the reign of Sultan Abdiilmecid on 25 June 1859: "The 
Ottoman Empire is undergoing profound change. As a result 
o f endeavours it has made to adapt to modern civilisation, 
French art is knocking on the door o f the harem o f the present

14
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sultan, Abdülmecid, who loves things o f beauty, amusements 
and action."

Under the influence of westernisation, the powers of 
the Ottoman sultans, who had ostensibly ruled as abso
lute monarchs since the establishment of the empire, 
were increasingly devolved following the accession of 
Sultan Abdülmecid and the proclamation of the Re-

above The Mâbeytt Köşkü. An oil
painting at the Mimar Sinan
University Museum of Painting
and Sculpture.
overleaf A photograph from
Ytldtz Sarayı albums signed by
Kargapulo.
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The Mâbeyn Köşkü. An oil 
painting signed by Ali.

forms in 1839. Nonetheless, the attitudes, opinions and 
decisions of the ruling sultan retained considerable 
weight.

Modernisation might have begun with outward ap
pearances, such as the decision by his father to outlaw 
the turban in favour of the fez, but in Sultan Abdiilmecid

18
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we discover that the process had gone deeper than it 
seemed. Throughout his Ufe Abdiilmecid was open to 
western cultural values, and in some areas intimately ac
quainted with them.

The interest felt in western music during his reign is a 
case in point. Invitations were extended to such re
nowned composers as Liszt, who gave recitals at the im
perial palaces during the reign of Sultan Abdiilmecid, 
and western music was now taught along with classical 
Turkish music at the imperial palace. The Ottoman court 
was enthusiastic about such western European writers 
as Gerard de Nerval, who was also a theatre and music 
critic, and Lamartine, both eminent figures in the Ro
mantic movement. Western theatre, architecture and art 
were welcomed with open arms by the palace and edu
cated elite, the palace of Dolmabahçe exemplifying the 
new predominance of western architectural style in im
perial buildings at its most grandiose. Sultan 
Abdiilmecid's personality, modern outlook and value 
judgements all paid a direct role in these manifestations 
of western cultural influence.

A man who was able to reconcile the traditional and 
modern in his sensitive personality, Sultan Abdiilmecid 
was to construct two modern buildings conspicuously 
inspired by western architecture in an area characterised 
by nostalgic associations with the past. The royal lodges 
at Ihlamur stand today as outstanding examples of mid
nineteenth century Turkish architecture, in which the 
classical Turkish emphasis on form and line in almost 
austere façades has been abandoned for the flamboyant 
exterior decoration of the west. No longer do façades 
conceal rich interiors, but instead mirror them.

AN UNASSUMING COUNTRY RETREAT FOR A SULTAN 
Sultan Abdiilmecid's affection for Ihlamur Park did not 
prompt him to build an appropriate residence here until 
nearly twenty years after his accession in 1839.

This is confirmed by the memoirs of the famous 
French poet and author Lamartine who came to Turkey 
for the second time in 1850 during Abdiilmecid's reign. 
In his "Nouveau Voyage En Orient" Lamartine gives us a 
detailed description of Istanbul at this period including 
some highly significant details about Ihlamur, where we 
discover that there was a building in which the sultan 
rested and perhaps stayed overnight on his visits to the 
valley before the present kasirs were constructed: "The

19
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sultan sent notice through Reşit Paşa that he zuould receive 
me three days later at the kiosk o f Ihlamur set in a wild but 
pleasing valley on the European shore."

The word köşk implies a building on a modest scale, 
ranging from a country house to a garden pavilion, and 
this is confirmed by Lamartine's own description, which 
shows us a building which was far from the palatial 
summer residence he had expected and caused him no 
small disappointment. Lamartine tells us, "The carriage 
stopped at the junction o f three country roads, at a damp and 
sandy spot where we disembarked. Our guide led us to a 
wooded flat space, selecting the most shady route. At the 
extremity o f this flat area could be seen a four cornered, flat 
roofed, single zuindowed building similar to the cottages o f 
impoverished priests in our southern villages. A flight o f  
three steps edged by a green painted railing led up from the 
path we had taken to the terrace o f that tiny cottage." On 
entering, the famous writer found himself in "a 
rectangular room zuhose walls were painted a greenish colour

facing page above The Mâbeyn Köşkü. A 
photograph signed by Kargapulo in 
one of the Ytldtz Sarayı albums. 
facing page below The Mâbeyn Köşkü. A 
drawing signed by Lina Gabuzzi. 
above The Mâbeyn Köşkü. Unsigned oil 
painting.
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The Mâbeyn Köşkü. An old postcard. and the floor covered with a plaster o f lime and marble." He 
goes on to say that the single window looked out on to a 
large linden tree and to describe the small pool with a 
fountain outside:

"Great nut trees threw their shadow over this terrace. Five 
or six ancient lindens spread their branches and leaves over 
the roofzuhich they shaded. A tiny square pool in which water 
splashed from a fine jet could be seen in front o f the small 
house. Another flight o f steps o f three or five steps led down to 
a vegetable garden o f half an acre or so."

This description reflects a traditional way of life in 
which water and nature inevitably figured. Nor did the 
affection for the pastoral involve keeping the gardener 
out of sight of his royal master, as Lamartine noted with 
raised eyebrow: "A Turkish gardener living with his family 
in a plain rustic cottage twenty paces away from that tiny 
square kiosk was passing to and fro  between the vegetable 
beds, the trees and the well."

So we discover that the sultan received this famous

2 2
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guest in extremely simple surroundings, characterised 
by aspects of ordinary daily life rather than the 
privileged and exclusive marks of a royal lifestyle.

A NEW KASIR IN TRADITIONAL SURROUNDINGS

Choice of location and the architectural context
During the early days of his reign, Sultan Abdiilmecid 
was able to escape from the highly politicised 
atmosphere of the palace to the pastoral surroundings 
of İhlamur. In the middle of the century he decided to 
build a new lodge here, motivated principally by Dol- 
mabahçe Sarayı which had been completed and become 
the new seat of government and imperial residence in 
1856. Ihlamur Park had been relatively remote from 
Topkapi Sarayı, which until then had preserved its 
central role despite the new palaces at Çırağan and Be
şiktaş. With the move to Dolmabahçe Sarayı, however, 
the park was now readily accessible at just three 
kilometres distance. This oasis of woodland and fields 
which provided the sultan's country retreat next to the 
park was to become an offshoot of the palace at Dolma
bahçe, even though this palace had its own full 
complement of gardens, private parkland and pavilions. 
This explains why in architectural style and decorative 
features Ihlamur Kasrı echoes Dolmabahçe.

Thus this new kasır was to become an important link in 
the triangle formed by Çırağan Sarayı, which around this 
time was rebuilt in stone; Yıldız Köşkü, one of the first 
buildings of Yıldız Sarayı, which evolved into a fully 
fledged palace complex during the reign of Sultan Abdül- 
hamid II (1876-1909); and the Dolmabahçe Sarayı comp
lex. The buildings at Ihlamur were evidently a favoured 
halting place on the roads linking these three palaces 
which the sultan travelled either on horseback or by 
carriage, and in architectural terms, too, they form a 
stepping stone in the use of western architectural 
elements in the nineteenth century. For a sultan who had 
selected Dolmabahçe Sarayı as his official residence 
Ihlamur Kasrı was also conveniently situated on another 
well trodden royal road between Beşiktaş and the Golden 
Horn. The new industrial development patronised by the 
sultan and focusing on the naval arsenal between Kasım
paşa and Hasköy on the shores of the Golden Horn in the 
second half of the nineteenth century was one of the main 
reasons for Sultan Abdülmecid’s frequent visits to Ayna- 
likavak Sarayı next to the arsenal. His frequent use of this 
route must have given rise to the need for a new royal

23
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lodge on the road. Naturally this requirement had to be 
conceived w îthin the context of accepted architectural 
tastes of the court at the time. Inevitably, therefore, it was 
the Balyan family of architects, whose work figured 
prominently in nineteenth century Ottoman architecture, 
who were entrusted with this commission.

Nikoğos Balyan is the member of this family generally 
believed to have undertaken the design of the kasır, which 
was constructed over a brief period of time.

Cevdet Paşa, a nineteenth century Turkish historian 
whose writings are a major source of information about 
the reign of Sultan Abdülmecid, wrote in his Tezâkir for 
the period AH 1273 (1856/1857), "Even before the Ihlamur 
Köşks were completed Çırağan Sarayı had been demolished so 
as to be newly rebuilt in stone." So we learn that the 
buildings at Ihlamur had not yet been completed in 
1856/1857. Cevdet Paşa went on to say that another royal 
lodge, Küçüksu Kasrı, had been built the year before at 
Göksu on the Asian side of the Bosphorus.

These lodges known as biniş kasrı were intended for 
brief stays of a few hours during excursions and possibly 
on exceptional occasions for overnight stays. Generally, it 
seems, the sultans and their entourages rested here when 
hunting, practising archery or merely enjoying a day out 
in the countryside or by the sea. Set in large gardens, 
these lodges provided a restful and attractive setting for 
such outings.

The Mecidiye Köşkü at Topkapi Sarayı which was 
probably built in 1859 displays a similar style of 
architectural decoration to these country lodges, so 
reflecting the architectural form common to imperial 
buildings in the nineteenth century. In other words the 
lodges and pavilions constituted a chain of royal 
residences in miniature, a phenomenon unique to 
nineteenth century palace architecture. The writer, Halit 
Ziya Uşaklıgil, who served as chief clerk to the palace 
during the reign of Sultan Mehmed V Reşad (1909-1918), 
remarked this in his memoirs, Saray ve Ötesi, when he 
said, "Ihlamur Köşkü is a miniature version o f Dolmabahçe, 
Göksu and Beylerbeyi Palaces."

We can indeed think of these lodges and pavilions as 
small models of the great imperial palaces. While 
diverging in detail, they all share the ostentatious exterior 
decoration which underscored their function as minor 
imperial buildings. They were variations on the

24
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architectural themes favoured by the Ottoman monarchs 
of the nineteenth century. Ihlamur Kasır is just one link in 
this chain.

Ihlamur Kasrı
These two small buildings dating from the reign of Sultan 
Abdiilmecid, set in wooded gardens covering an area of 
24,724 m̂  and surrounded by high walls, were also known 
in the past as Niizhetiye Kasrı.

The name Niizhetiye, meaning joy, delight and freshness, 
was coined for the imperial buildings of Ihlamur soon after 
they were built, and by association came to be used for the 
road leading here from Beşiktaş. This is still known as Niiz
hetiye Caddesi today.

Archive documents dating from the reign of Sultan 
Abdiilhamid II continued to refer to these buildings as "the

Ihlamur Kasn and garden.
An oasis in the center of modem 
Istanbul, ivhere bad city planning 
has left few green areas.
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imperial kasır o f Niizhetiye at Ihlamur in Beşiktaş".
However, in docun\ents post-dating the reign of Sultan 

Abdiilhamid II the name Ihlamur Kasrı generally figures.
The following poem by Hâşim Bey which was put to 

music by Basmaci Abdi Efendi in the mahur mode, is 
further evidence that this lodge was widely known by 
the name Niizhetiye:

Shining rose gardens appear on every side 
This beloved hisir is Niizhetiyye 
Let the sweet song o f the nightingale be heard 
This beloved kasır is Niizhetiyye

Whenever the shah o f the world honours us with his 
presence
The tulips stand in ranks o f praise 
The fam e o f this place is well deserved 
This beloved kasır is Niizhetiyye

The hyacinths and basil have all seen 
The mansions are living a new spring The garden of Ihlamur Kasrt.

27
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jets gush from the fountain 
This beloved kasır is Nüzhetiyye

The universe knows your ever increasing worth 
Nightingales sing your praises joyfully ' 
Declare that splendour is the only epithet 
This beloved kasır is Nüzhetiyye

28
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The word kasır used in Ottoman docu
ments refers not only to the lodge itself 
but to the whole complex, including ser
vice buildings. Ihlamur Kasır today con
sists of two buildings, one the actual lodge 
used by the sultan and the other a secon
dary lodge providing accommodation for 
his retinue. The latter is therefore known 
by the name Maiyet Köşkü (Entourage 
Köşk). From the same documents it is 
clear that both buildings stood within the 
walled gardens.

In a survey document in Dolmabahçe 
Sarayı archive dated 13 February 1321 
(1903/1904) during the reign of Sultan 
Abdülhamid II there is a reference to the 
"two imperial kasirs o f Ihlamur".

Halit Ziya Uşaklıgil who has left us a 
detailed account of palace life during the 
reign of Sultan Mehmed V gives the fol
lowing description of these mid-nine- 
teenth century buildings: "The main build
ing reserved for  the use o f the sultan o f Ihla
mur Kasrı, which consists o f two buildings 
spaced apart from one another, is intricately 
decorated and takes the form o f a tiny palace, 
being only large enough to accommodate a 
small family.”

Another archive document dated AH 
1309 (1891-1892) is entitled "Details o f re
pairs carried out to the imperial kasır o f 
Niizhetiye", and refers to a group of out
buildings employed for diverse functions.

A survey register dated AH 1330 (1911- 
1912) during the reign of Sultan Mehmed 
V Reşad provides further details concern
ing the kasır. According to this register 
minor alterations had been made to these 

outbuildings, which had apparently been newly built 
and consisted of a carriage house, stables, animal feed 
barn and hay bam. Since these buildings do not exist to
day and no detailed description or visual records sur
vive, nothing substantial is known about their architec
tural structure or style.

Research has shown that the two maiii buildings were 
known by various different names from the time they 
were built until the establishment of the Republic. The

Tlte gardnt of Ihlamur K i j s n  

shaded by ancient trcca.
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he\owThe pool in front of the 
Mâbeyn Köşkü.
facing page The Mâbeyn Köşkü today.

first building, which was reserved exclusively for the 
use of the sultan, was unmistakably demarcated for this 
special function in terms of its position in the grounds, 
plan and both exterior and interior decoration, which all 
distinguished it from the secondary building to the 
southwest. It is known in archive documents as "Zat-i 
Padişahiye Mahsus Daire" (apartments reserved for the 
person of the sultan) or alternatively as "Hünkâr Dairesi" 
(imperial apartments), although today this building is 
generally called the Merasim Köşkü or Mâbeyn Köşkü.

A number of oil paintings of imperial residences exe
cuted during the reign of Sultan Abdülhamid II depict 
this main building reserved for the use of the sultan.

The second building is referred to in contemporary 
records as "Efendiler Hazerâtına Mahsus Daire" (apart-
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The baroque pool with statues 
of lions.

merits for their excellencies the royal princes) or the 
"Harem Dairesi" (harem apartments). It is interesting to 
observe the varying definitions of the building's occu
pants at different times, and we can conclude that its 
function was flexible depending on the occasion. In gen
eral terms it can be said that this building was reserved 
for the use of members of the sultan's family when they 
accompanied him, or for his retinue of personal retain
ers and officials.

In his memoirs, Halit Ziya Uşaklıgil gives an account 
of an excursion to Ihlamur with Sultan Mehmed V: 
"That day the sultan went to Ihlamur Köşkü ... This köşk 
consists o f two buildings at a distance o f 100 paces from one 
another, one for the use o f the sultan and the other for his en
tourage ... We could not remain in the gardens, bacause it 
would be a breach o f etiquette to be within sight o f the sultan 
there. We therefore used to confine ourselves indoors, in a 
room of the second köşk." This definition of the building's 
function is confirmed by other sources of information, 
so justifying the current name of Maiyet Köşkü.

The name "Bendegân Dairesi" (household apartments)
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aboveand left Detail of the lİO tl pool.
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used in a document dated AH 1236 (1908) during the 
reign of Sultan Mehmed V Reşad most probably refers 
to the Maiyet Köşkü. However this name may possibly 
refer to another service building no longer in existence 
today reserved for the use of the sultan's household 
personnel and contained within the grounds.

above and facing page Views of the Mâbeyn 
Köşkü following renovation and 
relandscaping.
following pages Details o f the façade decoration 
of the Mâbeyn Köşkü reflecting the typical 
style and motifs of the eclectic approach to 
decoration in the mid-nineteenth century.
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facing page and left Details of the façade 
decoration of the Mâbeyn Köşkü. 
overleaf left Detail of the exterior 
decoration of the Mâbeyn Köşkü. 
overleaf right Tfte Maiyet Köşkü, whose 
façade is noticeably plainer than that 
of the Mâbeyn Köşkü.

Architectural Design
These two buildings set in a large garden and known by 
different names according to varying functions over 
time, therefore consisted of one main building reflecting 
its royal status, and another for secondary purposes. 
They are are concrete examples of buildings designed for 
the sultan's own use in a style heavily impregnated with 
the elements of western architecture which predominat
ed in nineteenth century Ottoman Turkey. Not only did 
the building itself have to be appropriately imposing for 
a royal residence, but in a setting approved by the land
scape architects of the period.

Visual documents mainly show these buildings sur

3 9
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rounded by a wall articulated by pillars surmounted by 
capitals and spaced at regular intervals. In one engrav
ing however, there is a railing instead of walls. The 
buildings are arranged on one of the few flat sites on 
the floor of the steep sided valley in a composition ex
tremely well suited to its situation. However, this

composition is not immediately discernible from the 
outside.

Today there is no sign of the pillars with capitals set 
in the high walls. Those surrounding the grounds today 
are pierced by a wrought-iron gate facing the Mâbeyn 
Köşkü and another gate at rightangles to the main axis.

Detail of the staircase with its baroque 
lines leading up to the main entrance of 
the Mâbeyn Köşkü.
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áp.-.

The Maiyet Köşkü 
overshadoxved by ancient trees.

A third gate next to the latter gate was evidently used 
for the Maiyet Köşkü.

In the entries referring to repairs in a Hazine-i Hassa 
Evrak Defteri (document register for the privy purse) 
dated AH 1302 (1884) during the reign of Sultan 
Abdülhamid II, one of the gates is referred to as the 
"Niizhetiye Kasrı Hümâyûn Saltanat Kapısı" (royal gate of 
the imperial kasır of Nüzhetiye). The gate in question 
must be that at rightangles to the main axis of the 
Mâbeyn Köşkü, and the "garden gate to the right o f the 
imperial kasır o f Ihlamur" which receives particular men
tion with respect to repairs carried out in 1909.

No information about the gardens during the reign of 
Sultan Abdülmecid has been found, but there are oil 
paintings dating from the reign of Sultan Abdülhamid 
II which show us their layout at the end of the nine
teenth century. The first feature which attracts your at
tention in the gardens is the juxtaposition of two quite

44

different landscapes.
The section of the garden between the two main 

buildings is baroque in style, with an irregularly shaped 
ornamental pool in the centre of a broad lawn intersect
ed by curved pathways and articulated by scattered 
bushes and trees. The overall effect is evocative of the 
formal garden landscaping of western Europe. The nar
row path following the curves of the pool is a typical 
feature of western European baroque gardens.

The gardens behind the buildings and on the periph
ery, meemwhile, display Turkish garden landscaping, in 
the form of a characteristic oriental terraced garden 
shaded by tall trees so thickly spaced as to create an al
most woodland effect.

The garden lamps around the pool may have also 
been scattered through the other parts of the garden at 
one time, although no evidence either way has yet been 
encountered. They form an eye-catching detail in the

The Maiyet Köşkü, also referred to in 
Ottoman records as the apartments of 
the princes or the harem apartments.
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above and facing page Details of 
the decoration of the Maiyet 
Köşkü.

composition.
The paths bordering the large central pool and small 

statues of lions which we see today do not appear in 
any Ottoman period paintings, so were evidently a late 
addition. The small pool on the terraced section of the 
gardens is plainer and less conspicuous.

Archive documents referring to the kasır, which be
come more numerous during the reign of Sultan 
Abdiilhamid II, mention permanent gardeners and bird 
keepers employed here. While there were thirty-four 
bird keepers for the large gardens of Yıldız Palace, there 
were just four at Niizhetiye Kasr-i Hümâyûn. The Otto
man W dness for birds is emphasised by the fact that 
birds were considered an indispensable element even at 
this relatively small summer lodge. At the palaces large 
aviaries housed thousands of songbirds and birds val
ued for their ornamental plumage.

4 6
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A Synthesis of Turkish and European Architecture
Both the Mâbeyn and Maiyet Köşks have a single main 
floor surmounting a raised basement floor, a rectangu
lar plan, and rooms opening off a central hall. Although 
western architectural elements figure prominently in 
the rooms, the fundamental features of Turkish archi
tecture have been preserved. In this respect Ihlamur 
Kasrı is a typical example of the synthesis between tra-

facing page and above The interior 
decoration of the Mâbeyn Köşkü 
u>as extremely ornate.
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ditional and western architecture which characterises 
nineteenth century Ottoman architecture.

Despite the overall eclectic narrative of the exterior 
architectural decoration, the three dimensional urns set 
in the small niches in the façade of the Mâbeyn Köşkü 
and the use of high relief baroque and empire motifs 
gives a sculptured effect typical of baroque. The same is 
true of the magnificent staircase on the front façade, 
with its powerful and impressive curves.

The dense decoration swathing the facades of the 
building is reminiscent of another nineteenth century 
imperial building, Dolmabahçe Sarayı. Comparable ele
ments are the niches, three dimensional urns and gar
lands of the Hazine-i Hassa and Saltanat gates of this 
palace. The marked similarity is evidence in favour of 
the theory that Nikoğos Balyan may have contributed

facing page and below N o i  Only the walls 
and furnishings of the Mâbeyn Köşkü 
but the decoration on doors and glass 
reflects the tastes of the period.
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facing page and above The decorution 
and ornaments of the Mabeyn Köşkü 
reflect an integral taste, extending 
from details to the overall design.

to the design of Ihlamur Kasrı.
The building generally known as Maiyet Köşkü also 

exhibits an eclectic approach. The composition of the or
namentation on the façades and less strongly sculpted 
interpretation imparts a more tranquil and balanced 
impression to the baroque and empire motifs. These 
decorative elements are scattered over the neo-classical 
façades in a clearly regulated composition, and seem 
like self-contained surfaces.

While the compositions of the exterior façades, above 
all the main façade, put these buildings among the fore
most examples of nineteenth century Ottoman façade 
design, the interior decoration reflects the tastes of the 
court in the second half of the century. This stylistic 
fashion sanctioned by the sultan was an eclectic form 
created by a new combination of decorative motifs bor
rowed from diverse art periods in the western architec
tural tradition.

The diversity achieved by the use of mirror vaults.

5 4
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barrel vaults and cloister vaults, the compositions of 
flowers and fruit painted so as to create a three dimen
sional effect, the gilded plaster relief decoration, and the 
stucco panels, some painted in veined patterns in imita
tion of marble and others glittered, impart a striking 
magnificence to the building appropriate to its function.

The doors with their indigo blue sandblasted glass 
lights, graceful porcelaine doorknobs with floral de
signs, and English fireplaces inset with floral porcelain 
panels bear witness to the refined tastes not only of the 
designers but of Sultan Abdiilmecid himself, who ap
proved the design. The fireplaces suggest that they may 
be the work of the same designers who created the 
magnificent fireplaces which adorn the grand salons of 
Dolmabahçe Sarayı.

The Maiyet Köşkü is noticeably plainer, both in terms 
of its exterior and interior decoration. Although the mo
tifs of the ceiling decoration are similar in both build
ings, discrepancies of form, a simpler composition, and
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facing page A roont in the Mâbeyn Köşkü. 
left Tfte ceiling decoration in the same 
room.

the emphasis placed on the stucco wall panels arouse dif
ferent impressions in the observer.

The ornate, gilded, and animated interior decoration 
of the buildings, in particular that of the Mâbeyn Köşkü, 
forms an integral whole with the furnishings.

As in the case of its architecture, the furnishing ele
ments of the Mâbeyn Köşkü are less ostentatious ver-

5 7
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The curtains and mirror in the Mâbeyn 
Köşkü are among the objects which 
reflect the artistic taste of the period.

sions of those at Dolmabahçe Sarayı. The ingeniously 
designed rococo and Sheraton school furniture at the 
Mâbeyn Köşkü harmonises with the curves of the dou
ble windows. The cornices and curtains which match 
the ceiling decoration, and the Copeland vases which 
are an integral part of the English fireplaces and were 
evidently ordered simultaneously are pieces which per
fectly embody the mood of the period.

In the Maiyet Köşkü which houses various functional 
units at the kasır today, the furniture is in neo-classical 
and renaissance style, apart from a cabinet with Far
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Detail of the ceiling decoration and 
light fittings in the Mâbeyn Köşkü.

Eastern motifs. In both buildings an eclectic approach 
predominates in the furnishings as it does in the archi
tecture.

An inventory dated AH 1340 (1926) in Dolmabahçe 
Sarayı archive listing the items found in the kasır in
cludes a bed. Since this is* n̂ot among the items there 
now, we can only conjecture that it may have been there 
for overnight stays, or used by Sultan Mehmed V 
Reşad, who suffered from ill health, during the day
time. Alternatively the bed may have been placed there 
after the establishment of the Republic in 1923 for some

5 9
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reason.
The piano which appears on this list is an item which 

reminds us of the late Ottoman Sultans' love of music. 
This piano was probably used by the sultan himself, his

children or the palace women. Whatever might be the 
case, its memory survives in the faded leaves of this 
document, a symbol of the changing musical tastes of 
that period.

The decoration on the curtain cornices of 
the Mâbeyn Köşkü demonstrate the close 
attention to detail.
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The Kastr after 
Sultan Abdiilmecid

I hlamur Kasrı was a prominent focal point of 
court life during the reign of Sultan 
Abdiilmecid for whom it was built, and ac
cording to one piece of unsubstantiated docu

mentary evidence was the place where this sultan 
died.

Sultan Abdiilaziz, who succeeded to the throne up
on his brother's death, was a man of a strikingly dif
ferent personality and inclinations. He did not share 
the same strong affection for Ihlamur Kasrı as Sultan 
Abdülmecid, preferring instead the vast parkland 
and gardens on the hillside behind Çırağan Sarayı 
which were later to become the grounds of Yıldız 
Sarayı during the reign of Sultan Abdülhamid II.

The newly built stone Çırağan Sarayı and the sum-

6 2
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Facing page and lefi Details o f the wall and 
ceiling decoration in the Mâbeyn Köşkü.

mer palace of Beylerbeyi on the Asian shore of the 
Bosphorus began to figure prominently in the life of 
the court, which revolved around Dolmabahçe 
Sarayı.

Despite these new favoured destinations for sum
mer excursions, however, Sultan Abdiilaziz did not 
entirely neglect Ihlamur Kasrı. He is known to have 
occasionally organised wrestling matches, cockfight- 
ing and ram fighting in the gardens here.

The reign of Sultan Abdiilhamid II, which fol
lowed on that of Sultan Abdiilaziz after the brief 
reign of Murad V, found Ihlamur Kasrı playing only 
a minor role.

Under Sultan Abdiilhamid II the seat of govern
ment and the royal household moved from 
Dolmabahçe Sarayı to Yıldız Sarayı, which steadily 
grew into a vast complex of buildings on the hillside 
above Dolmabahçe. As a result of this shift away 
from Dolmabahçe Sarayı, which had been the seat of
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government for twenty years since 1856, attention was 
now focused on Yıldız Sarayı overlooking the Bosphorus.

Yıldız Sarayı, which was destined to be the scene of tu
multous political upheavals before fading into the back
ground once more after Abdülhamid's dethronement, 
was chosen for its position. Preoccupied, some say almost 
obsessed, by security Sultan Abdülhamid II wished to get 
away from the indefensible site of Dolmabahçe, which 
was exposed to attack by sea. A chain of police stations 
was built to form protective rings around the new palace. 
Ihlamur Kasrı set in the valley behind Yıldız was over
looked by two of these security points.

The first, known as the Süslü Karakol (Decorative Po
lice Station), is a fairly large two storey building at the 
top of Ihlamur hill. Another known as Nüzhetiye Kara
kolu overlooked the kasır from another hilltop on the 
other side of the valley. It is apparent from the existence 
of two police stations in such close proximity that this ar
ea was part of a security zone around Yıldız Sarayı.

Among the documents in Dolmabahçe Sarayı archive is 
a report dated AH 1308 (1890-1891) concerning extensive 
repairs carried out to "Niizhetiye Kasr-i Hümâyûnu 
KarakolhânesV where apparently soldiers of the first ba
taillon of the fifth regiment took guard duty.

Other documents in this archive indicate that Ihlamur 
Kasrı was not as neglected during the reign of Sultan 
Abdülhamid II as might first appear.

According to a repair survey dated 13 February 1321 
(1903-1904), repairs to the interior consisted of "recent re
pairs to the frames", "repairs to the shutters", "repairs to the 
parquet floors", "the recently executed gilt inscription" (this 
may refer to the frames around the stucco panels or the 
moulded plaster cartouches), "repairs to the ceiling", and 
"repairs to the cupboard doors". Repairs to the façades con
sisted of "repairs to the stone staircase", "retouching the out
side paintwork o f Kasrı Hümâyûn", "plastering and white- 
zvashing the garden walls", and "polishing the marble". 
Meanwhile in the grounds an animal feed store and hay 
barn were constructed, alterations were made to the im
perial stables, a fountain was relocated in a different posi
tion and a concrete pool was built.

These entries demonstrate that the repairs were on an 
extensive scale. Numerous other repairs were carried out 
during this period, some of them in conjunction with re
pairs to Nüzhetiye police station in AH 1309 (1890/1891).

Fresco painters, plasterers, stone masons and mortar

6 4
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layers were employed at the kasır for nearly a year un
dertaking renovation work which commenced in AH 
1309 (1890/1891). Some of the names of the craftsmen 
have come down to us in the records, such as Nakkaş 
Emin, Mehmet Usta, Hasan Usta, the plasterer Hamit Us
ta, stone mason Murat, Yusuf Yordan Usta, Ibrahim Ag- 
op Usta and mortar layer Bağdisar.

Like Sultan Abdülmecid, Sultan Mehmed V Reşad used 
to pay frequent visits to Ihlamur to escape from the formal 
and restricted life of the palace and the turbulent political 
environment.

Halit Ziya Uşaklıgil who was appointed to the post of 
private secretary to the sultan upon the accession of Sultan 
Mehmed V Ifollowing the deposition of Sultan 
Abdülhamid II in 1909, mentions excursions made by the 
sultan following the Friday procession to noon prayers. 
The most common destinations for these outings were Bal
mumcu Farm, the köşks of Ihlamur and Zincirlikuyu, or 
sometimes Beylerbeyi Palace, in which case the party 
crossed the Bosphorus by royal barge. Less frequently, the 
sultan visited the more distant köşks of Ayazağa or 
Kağıthane on these occasions.

Ali Fuat Türkgeldi, who served as chief secretary at the 
palace between 1912 and 1920 wrote in his memoirs that 
Ihlamur Kasrı was Sultan Reşad's favourite excursion 
place: "After the procession on Fridays he would usually go to 
Ihlamur or in the summer to Balmumcu Köşkü. There he 
would eat luncheon and afterwards listen to some o f his courti
ers read the daily newspapers aloud while he slept in his chair. 
Later he would perform his ablutions and the afternoon prayer. 
Since the lord high chamberlain usually remained in the palace 
in the afternoons he would call me, either alone or with his chief 
aide-de-camp, for  some light conversation. If the weather was 
fine he would stroll around the garden with us for a while be
fore calling his carriage and returning to his palace. He would 
give me permission to go straight home from there. Since there 
were many rose trees in the gardens at Ihlamur, in the rose sea
son he would pick one from each o f the loveliest bushes to take 
as gifts to his wives. He did not have the heart to pick two from  
the same bush.

On the return journey he would say to me, 'Chief Secretary, 
that was a pleasant day wasn't it?' and I would reply, 'Thanks 
to your Highness we enjoyed ourselves exceedingly. Sir."

Türkgeldi goes on to give an account of how during the 
reign of his father Sultan Abdülmecid, Sultan Mehmed V 
would ride on horseback to Yıldız and from there take the
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road to Ihlamur, where he would visit the kasır before re
turning to Dolmabahçe Sarayı. Sultan Mehmed V s pri
vate secretary Tevfik Bey wrote in his diary for Wednes
day 24 Teşrin-i Sânî 1909 that the Sultan had stopped by 
at Ihlamur on the way to Balmumcu.

It seems likely therefore that the sentimental attach
ment to Ihlamur harboured by Sultan Mehmed V Reşad 
had its roots in his youth. As a man who shared the calm 
temperament of his father, Sultan Abdiilmecid, we can 
conjecture that memories of his father played a part in 
this affection.

Under Sultan Mehmed V Reşad Dolmabahçe Sarayı 
was reinstated as the seat of government and official roy
al residence. However, since only some sections of the 
palace had remained in regular use during the reign of 
Sultan Abdülhamid II a series of major repairs were 
required for the palace to function properly again. Meh-

above The stucco decoration in the 
Maiyet Köşkü.
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med Vedat, chief imperial architect, was entrusted with 
this renovation project, which not only encompassed 
many parts of Domabahçe Sarayı but extended to Ihla
mur Kasrı.

According to archive documents dating from AH 1326 
(1908) onwards we find that the chief imperial architect 
commenced some minor repairs at Ihlamur Kasrı. Fur
ther extensive repairs were carried out at the kasır in 
1909,1911 and 1912.

In AH 1327 (1909) a well was constructed in the garden 
and repairs carried out at the Mabeyn Köşkü, including 
"the laying o f marble slabs on the terrace", "demolishing a 
fireplace", "taking up the floor in the main reception room, re
placing it and reinforcing it", "repairing the stonework", "re
pairing the windows", "reinforcing the canvas ceiling" and 
"construction o f a wooden ceiling". In documents concern
ing repairs carried out that year the names of three crafts
men, Nikoli, Prekop and Glanos, are mentioned.

Repairs carried out at Ihlamur Kasrı in 1911 were more 
in the nature of maintenence. In a survey document 
number E.1.1156 in Dolmabahçe Sarayı archive we find 
the following account of repairs planned at the Maiyet 
Köşkü: "Although most o f the windows o f the aforementioned 
köşk are in an extremely poor state o f repair, since their re
newal will involve a great deal o f expense it has been decided 
to repair them provisionally and to cover the base o f the frames 
with zind', and make "provisional repairs to the shutters". 
These records show how seriously the need to economise 
was taken. In the same document it explains that the pool 
on the terrace in the back garden was in a poor state of 
repair and was to be "rebuilt in concrete in the same form  
and shape as the recently built pool at the Imperial Palace o f 
Beşiktaş. " Repairs to the main pool were also required, 
and were to be carried out on the basis of this survey re
port drawn up by the architect Mehmed Vedat Bey un
der the supervision of the architect Onnik Efendi.'

In another survey report by the architect Ekrem drawn 
up a year later, it was proposed that part of the carriage 
house be converted into stables, that loggias be built for 
the said stables, that a feed store and hay bam be con
structed, and a new gateway made.

From all these documents we can infer that in an em
pire beset by economic difficulties due to first the Tripoli 
War of 1911 and then the Balkan Wars of 1912-1913, the 
sultan and his court were obliged to concentrate on tem
porary expedients to keep the imperial buildings habit
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able. The fact that the sultan now shared his powers with 
parliament to a considerable extent, and so had to obtain 
approval for major expenditure of this kind, also played 
its part.

Despite straitened economic circumstances, however, 
Ihlamur Kasn seems to have been regularly maintained, 
and during this period the kasır was not only a country 
excursion place for Sultan Reşad and members of his 
family and household but also served as a guest house 
for royal visitors. On 23 March 1910 the king of Bulgaria 
and on 3 April 1910 King Petro of Sirbia were entertained 
here by Crown Prince Yusuf Efendi. This visit by King 
Petro was announced in Servet-i Fiinun newspaper on 4 
April 1910.

During World War I the ceremony at which Sultan 
Reşad presented the standard to newly established regi
ments took place at the Mabeyn Köşkü of Ihlamur Kasn. 
Reports of this ceremony in the local press were illustrat
ed by photographs.

World War I and the years of the armistice which suc
ceeded it saw the park and kasır at Ihlamur fall into ob
scurity for many years. However, from archive docu
ments it emerges that minor repairs continued to be car
ried out at the kasır during the reign of Sultan Mehmed 
VI Vahdeddin who succeeded Sultan Mehmed V Reşad 
after the latter’s death in 1918.

The Post Ottoman Period 
and 
Ihlamur Kasn

ih l a m u r  p a r k  a n d  k a s ir  i n  t h e  e a r l y  y e a r s  o f  
th e  TURKISH r e p u b l ic

n the early years after the dissolution of the Ottoman Em
pire and the establishment of the Turkish Republic 
Ihlamur Park underwent some radical changes. 
Under Act 431 promulgated in 1924 the palaces, 
ko§ks and kasirs belonging to the sultan and his 

family, together with their contents, were nationalised. 
At the same time all land belonging to members of the 
dynasty became the property of the state. This applied to

n the

I
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Ihlamur Kasrı and its gardens, and should have applied 
to the large public park on land ov/ned by the sultans 
outside the kasir's ŵ alls as ŵ ell. Inexplicably hov^ever, 
minute number 520 concerning Ihlamur Park drav^n up 
by the Municipal Committee for Historic Buildings re
veals an exception to this legislation regarding Ihlamur 
Park, vŝ hich the document records as containing a tea 
garden and coffee house. This land continued to be regis
tered as the property of Sultan Abdülmecid and Sultan 
Abdülhamid II until 23 August 1926, when ownership 
was transferred to the Treasury.

The record of the Committee of Historic Buildings con
cludes by saying that Ihlamur Kasrı, which is national 
property, is located on the periphery of Ihlamur Park.

The park later became the property of the writer 
Abdülhak Şinasi Hisar's family, and was subsequently 
sold to Vitali Levi. The question of ownership of Ihlamur 
Park gave rise to considerable contoversy in the early 
years of the Republic.

Ihlamur Kasır was placed under the auspices of parlia
ment, and temporarily allocated as accommodation to at 
least one high ranking officer during those years.

The kasır was thereafter shut up for the next two dec
ades until the mid-twentieth century. In 1951 the Turkish 
Grand National Assembly allocated the kasır to Istanbul 
Municipality, which established the Tanzimat Museum 
in the building known as the Harem or Maiyet Köşkü. 
The Tanzimat or reforms proclaimed in 1839 are closely 
associated with Sultan Abdülmecid who implemented 
them, and since the same sultan commissioned the build
ing of Ihlamur Kasrı, this was an appropriate situation. 
The Mabeyn Köşkü was meanwhile opened to the public 
with its original furnishings. Both buildings remained 
open for fourteen years until 1966, when they were again 
transferred to the Turkish Grand Assembly. Between 
1976 and 1985 both buildings were extensively restored 
and the gardens were put in order ready for reopening.

A MUSEUM-PALACE
INTRODUCING CHILDREN TO HISTORY AND ART 
Reorganised as a museum-palace and allocated new and 
modern functions. Ihlamur Kasrı and its large gardens 
opened to the public once again in 1985, this time not on
ly as a museum but as a centre for cultural activities.

The Mabeyn Köşkü has been left as it was when the 
last Ottoman sultans visited this country lodge, while the 
Maiyet Köşkü has become a café.
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The building used as lodgings for employees until re
cently has been redesigned as a studio where children 
and young people can attend courses in painting, sculp
ture and drama, so forging a link between the passive ob
servation of works of art and active involvement in art in 
this historic setting. The garden of the kasır shaded by 
ancient trees is a place where people of every age group 
and above all children can enjoy the relationship between 
history and nature. With the large pool, the small pool in 
the terrace garden, paths and historic contours of the 
carved stonework, this is an open-air museum.

Offering a wide range of cultural activities aimed at ac
quainting the public with Istanbul's history and courses 
in art and drama for ehilden, Ihlamur Kasrı and its gar
den are on the way to becoming a major focal point of 
culture in the district of Beşiktaş.

Children enjoying painting in an 
historic setting.
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